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Antenna Design
Antenna Workspaces
Ladder and Accessories

Antenna ladder and accessories provide choice and personalization, allowing individuals and groups to make a space work for them.

+ Ladder. A refreshing way to organize screens and accessories to suit individual needs. A series of horizontal rungs allows different configurations to be planned on either side while allowing natural light to filter to workstations and keeping sightlines to colleagues open.

+ Headset Hook. Frees up desk space—perfect for a headset, hat or set of keys.

+ Phone Rest. A home for your mobile device to lower distractions and recharge.

+ Cup. Features two compartments for organization.

+ Tray. Slotted interior base makes sorting or propping notes easy, and handle allows you to take it with you wherever you go throughout the day.

STATEMENT OF LINE

Ladder
W: 30, 36, 42, 48"
D: .75"
H: 14, 21"

Mounting Options
Antenna Power Beam, Antenna Big Table Center Beam, Horsepower

Moveable Screen
W: 23"
D: .5"
H: 12.75"

Mounting Options
Ladder

Headset Hook
W: 1"
D: 2"
H: 1.25"

Mounting Options
Ladder

Phone Rest
W: 4.5"
D: 2"
H: 1.25"

Mounting Options
Ladder

Tray
W: 15"
D: 4.75"
H: 3.75"

Mounting Options
Freestanding on any desk or table, Antenna Power Beam, Ladder, Knoll slatwall, KnollExtra Universal Load Bar, Reff Profiles Task Panel Tool Rail

Cup
W: 3"
D: 4.75"
H: 3.75"

Mounting Options
Freestanding on any desk or table, Antenna Power Beam, Ladder, Knoll slat wall, KnollExtra Universal Load Bar, Reff Profiles Task Panel Tool Rail

FINISHES

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches.

Ladder, Headset Hook & Phone Rest
Knoll Core Paints
Antenna Dark Red
Antenna Slate Blue

Cup & Tray
(Molded Plastic)
Ebony
Granite White
Olive Grey
Lacquer Red
Aqua Marine

Moveable Screen
(Felt and Cork face mounted to Akustika substrate)
FilzFelt Wieß
FilzFelt Mango
FilzFelt Akustika (12mm)
FilzFelt Antrazit
Cork
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